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The polarization structure of the double differential (with respect to angle and frequency) of the cross 
section for spontaneous scattering of light in a liquid is considered. In the general case the cross 
section is defined by six functions of the frequency shift 1\w and of the change in the photon wave 
vector on scattering q '" [kl - k2]. For a medium which is invariant under the space inversion five 
functions are involved. A set of experiments which permit one to determine all these functions is 
indicated. The analysis is also necessary for describing spontaneous scattering of light in gases, 
although in a comparatively narrow pressure range: for ql ~ 1, where l is the mean free path of 
the molecules. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN the problem of molecular scattering of light in 
liquids, the main quantity to be theoretically calculated 
from the microscopic theory and to be measured in 
experiments on light scattering is the fourth-rank 
tensor 

Here 1\~ik( r, t) is the fluctuation of the dielectric ten
sor of the medium at a point r and at the instant of 
time t, and the angle brackets denote averaging over 
the statistical ensemble of the fluctuations. We assume 
that there is no absorption of light and that OEik '" 5~ik 
'" O~ki (Le., we neglect scattering of the antisymmetri
cal type). If the fluctuations must be considered quan
tum -theoretically (for example, at low temperatures: 
kT S Mw), the quantities OEik '" 1\Eki must be regarded 
as Hermitian operators at each value of the indices k 
and L The differential cross section for the scattering 
of an incident wave of frequency WI, wave vector kl, 
and electric -field polarization unit vector el (where 
el' ei '" 1) to form a wave with frequency W2 '" WI - 5w, 
wave vector k2 '" ki - q, and polarization e2, for a 
unit volume of the scattering medium, is given by 

d'R oJ,' 1 
dodw = (c) (4n)2 M(llw,q,e"e2) (2) 

This paper deals with the dependence of the scattering 
cross section on the polarizations of the incident and 
scattered radiation and on the direction of the wave 
vector q transferred to the medium by scattering. The 
unit vector characterizing this direction is 

q k, - k, Dt - D, 
D = - = ~ -,----,-

Iql Ik, - kzl ID,- D'I . (3 ) 

(The last equation is written under the assumption that 
the frequency shift l1\w I due to scattering is much 
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smaller than the light frequency WI itself.) The analy
sis is phenomenological, without any concrete assump
tions concerning the properties of the liquid. 

2. FREQUENCY-INTEGRATED SCATTERING CROSS 
SECTION 

In this section we introduce a number of symbols 
pertaining to a well-studied quantity, the scattering 
cross section integrated with respect to the frequency 
(see, e.g.,fl-3 1). These symbols will be useful in the 
discussions of the results of Secs. 3 and 4. To calcu
late the frequency-integrated cross section it suffices 
to integrate (2) with respect to the frequency. Assum
ing approximately that (W I - OW)4 ~ wi, we find from 
(1) that the scattering cross section is determined by 
a cor relator of the type 

S d'r < /lei> (R, t) Ilerm (R + r, t) > e-iq,. (4) 

For ordinary liquids far from the critical point, the 
correlator of the quantities O~, at equal times, differs 
from zero only over distances on the order of the 
molecule dimension a. Neglecting the quantities 
-qa S 41Ta/A, we find that the frequency-integrated 
scattering cross section does not depend at all on q 
(and by the same token on n), and its polarization de
pendence takes the form of a sum of terms connected 
with the scalar part of OEik and the symmetrical part 
with zero trace: 

J M(Il@,q,et,e,)dll@ = Gsc.de,e,'I' + Gsymm[1 + lete,l' - '/,Ie,e," I']. 

(5) 

This means that from the phenomenolOgical point of 
view the frequency-integrated cross section with all 
its polarization structure is characterized by only two 
numbers, Gscal and Gsymm . Two functions of the 
frequency do not suffice to determine this cross sec
tion, in view of the appearance of the additional vector 
q in the problem. The same pertains also to the fre
quency-integrated scattering cross section in the case 
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of anomalously large correlation radii (rcorr? q-l), 
for example for liquid crystals 1) • 

3. POLARIZATION STRUCTURE OF FREQUENCY
DIFFERENTIATED SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 

In the presence of a vector q'" 0, the tensor Tiklm 
defined by formula (1) can contain not only structures 
of the type Oikolm, oil Okm, etc., but also expressions 
of the type Oiknznm etc. To find the most general form 
of the tensor TikZm it is necessary to consider the 
symmetry group of the problem (the group of rotations 
about the n axis) and expand the fluctuation oEik in 
the irreducible representations of this group. We 
choose the z axis in the direction of the vector n. 
Then the irreducible parts of 5Eik then include two 
scalar representations, OEzz and (5Exx + OEyy), one 
vector representation (5Ezx, 5Ezy), and one tensor 
representation: a symmetrical tensor with zero two
dimensional trace (5Exy, (OExx - 5Eyy)/2. It is possi
ble to make up from the scalar representations any 
linear combination to obtain new scalar representa
tions. We make use of this possibility to separate two 
scalar (with respect to rotations about the n axis) 
quantities of the type 

8, = '(, (e= + ey> + e,,) == '/3e", (6) 

we shall henceforth omit the 0 in the designation of 
the fluctuation OEik. The vector part of Eik is con
veniently written in the following three-dimensional 
form: 

The final expansion of Eik into irreducible part takes 
the form 2) 

e" = 8,0,. + 8,(,5;.-3n,n.) + V,n.+ V,n, + e,., (9) 

where Eik corresponds to a symmetrical tensor in 
two-dimensional space (x, y) with zero trace. 

As a result of the averaging over the ensemble of 
fluctuations, a nonzero contribution to the tensor Tikzm 
is made only by a product of contributions from irre
ducible representations of one and the same type. In 
the concrete calculation of the correlators it must be 
taken into account that the invariance of the properties 
of the medium against time reversal leads to the in
equality 

(8,(t)8,(t +-r» = (82(t)8,(t+-r». (10) 

In addition, a correlator )f the type < ViVk) is equal 
in the general case to 

,V,(t)V.(t+-r» = c,(-r) (c5,.-n,n.) +c7(-r)eiklnl, (11) 

where eikZ is a unit antisymmetrical tensor, and the 

l)In the case of light scattering near the liquid-vapor critical point, 
the anomalous fluctuations occur in a scalar quantity, the density. The 
polarization dependence of the scattering cross section is therefore of 
the scalar type, and the cross section itself depends only on Iql and not 
on its direction n. 

2)We note that an expansion of this type was used already by M. A. 
Lentovich in his paper on the theory of the spectral composition of the 
depolarized part of Rayleigh scattering. 

correlator < EikEzm) is equal to 

<f,. (t) elm (t + -r» = c,(-r) [Il,i')c5.~) + 1l,~)Il.~2) -Il,k" c51~)l+ c,(-r) [eilpnpll.~) 

+ e'mpnpc5.~') + eklpnpll,~) + e.mpnpll,~')], (12) 
where we have introduced the notation 5~~ = 5ik - nink. 
The functions c 6( T) and c 7( T) are pseuJoscalars and 
differ from zero only when the medium is invariant 
against space inversion (for example, a mixture of 
right- and left-hand molecules in different proportions). 

Taking (8)--(12) into account, we can obtain the 
following expression for the dependence of the cross 
section for spontaneous scattering on the polarizations 
el and e2 and on the direction of the vector q = kl - k2: 

M(llw, q, e" e,) = M./e,e,'I'+Mz{(e,ez')[(e,'e,) -3(e,'n) (e,n)l 

+ (e,'e,) [(e,'e, - 3 (ez'n) (e,n)]} .. 

+ M,I (e,e,') - 3(e,n) (e,'n) I' + M,{a, (e,n) + a,(e,n)} {al(e,'n) 

+ az' (e,n)} + M,{ (a,a,') (a"az') -l- 1 a,a,I' - 1 ala,' I'} 

+ M,i {n [e,e,'l (a,a,') + n[e,'e,l (a,a,') + n[e,e,l (a,'a,') 

+ n[e,'ez'l (a,a,)} + M7i{n[e2e,'l (ne,) (ne,') + n[e,'e,'l (ne,) (ne,) 

+ n[e2e,l (ne,') (ne,') + n[ele,l (ne,) (ne,')}. (13) 

In formula (13), the functions Ml)"" M7 are scalar 
functions of scalar arguments: M a = M a (0 w, 1 q 1 ) 
and does not depend on the vectors el, e2, and n. In 
addition, to shorten the notation we have introduced in 
(13) the symbol 

au = e',2 - n(eL,n), (14 ) 

The following important remark should be made 
concerning the general expression (13). In the deriva
tion of (13), no use is made of the transversaUty of the 
electromagnetic waves in the incident and scattered 
radiation: 

(e,n) = 0, (e2n) = 0, (15 ) 

On the other hand, if (15) is taken into account and it 
is recognized that n = (nl - n2)/1 nl - n21, then the co
efficient of M 7 , made up of the vectors n, e, and e2, 
turns out to be identically equal to zero. The term 
proportional to M7 can therefore be disregarded (this 
term stems from the pseudoscalar part of the corre
lator (11». 

The functions Ma (Ow, 1 q I) are defined by the 
following equations: 

where 

(16) 

<1>, = '/,(e,,(O)e,,(r, -r», (17.0 
<D2 = '/,,(e,,(O) (el/(r, -r) - 3elm (r, -r)n,nm », (17.2) 

<D, = '/,,« e" (0) - 3e .. (0) n,n u ) (e,,(r, '"1") - 3e' m (r, -r) nln,,,», 

(17.3 ) 

<1>,=~~<e (0) e,.,(r,,-r)-ellll(r,-r» 
2 x~ ? ' 

(17.4 ) 

(17.5) 

(17.6 ) 

(17.7) 

The expressions for the functions <1>4 - <1>7 are given 
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here in a coordinate system in which the z axis is 
directed along n. (These functions are scalars and the 
no explicit invariant forms are written out for <1>5 - <1>7 
only because they are too cumbersome.) The functions 
Ma defined by (16) and (17) turn out to be real; in ad
dition, if the fluctuations can be described classically 
(i.e., if hOw « kT), then they are even functions of the 
frequency. The functions M a' a = 1, 3, 4, 5 are non
negative: 

M, ;;;. 0, M,;;;' 0, M,;;;, 0, M,;;;, 0, (18) 

and the functions Ma , a = 2, 6, 7, satisfy the inequali
ties 

IM21 ~¥M,M" IM.I ~M" IM,I ~M,. (19) 

If the radius of the equal-time correlation rcorr 
satisfies the inequality rcorr« q-\ then the integrals 
of the functions Ma with respect to frequency are 
given by the following equations: 

S M,(llw, Iql)dll'd = Gscab 

3 S M,dllw = S M,dllw = S M,dbw = Gsymm , 

S M,dllw = S M.dllw = S M,dllw = 0, 

(20.1) 

(20.2) 

(20.3 ) 

and we obtain formula (5) for the cross section inte
grated over the frequency. 

For a gas of non-interacting molecules we must put 

M2 = M. = M, = 0, 3M. = M, = M, = Fsymm'(llw, Iql), 

M, = Fsca!(f,w, IqJ). 

It is precisely in this approximation that one constructs 
usually the theory of Raman scattering of light, in 
which the transfer of vibrational excitation from mole
cule to molecule can be neglected. 

4. POSSffiILITY OF DETERMINING THE FUNCTIONS 
M1 , ••• ,M6 FROM LIGHT-SCATTERING EXPERI
MENTS 

Let us see what experiments on light scattering 
must be performed to measure the complete set of 
functions Ma( <5w, I q I), a = 1, ... ,6. To this end, we 
write down the polarization unit vectors of the incident 
and scattered waves in the form 

e, = V-2-(n-n,(nn,))sin~+ 1 [n,n,]e'.'cos '1'(, (21.1) 
1 + ~ 2 l'1-~' 2 

,/ 2 .p, 1 . ,h 
f',= v--(n-n,(nn2))sin-+---==[n,n.]e'·'cos-. (21.2) 

1+ ~ 2 l'1-~' 2 

Formulas (21) allow us to describe light of arbitrary 
elliptical polarization, and contain explicitly the trans
versality condition (15). We have introduced here the 
notation 

~ = n,n, = cos e, (22) 

where e is the scattering angle. Substitution of (21) in 
(13) yields 

M(bw, q, e" e,) 

= 114M, {( 1 + W) + (1- ~') (cos.p, + cos 1jJ,) 

+ (l + ~')cos 1jJ, cos"ljl, + 2~ sin"ljl, sin"ljl, cos(<p, - <p,)} 

+ 1/4M,{ (2-3~ - ~') + (2 + 3~ + ~') (cos"ljl, + cos1jJ,) 

+ (2-:l~ - ~')cos"ljl, cos "Ijl, + (~- 3)sin1jJ, sin ljJ,cos(<p,-<p,)} 

+ 'IteMs{ (13 + 6~ + ~') - (5 + 6~ + ~') (cos ~), + cos 1jJ,) 

+ (13 + 6~ + f\')cos 1jJ, cos"Ijl, - 4(3 + MSin 1jJ, sin 1jJ2 COil(<p,- <p,)} 

+ 114M, (1 + ~) {1 - cos"Ijl, cosljJ, + SillljJ, sin"ljl, cos (<p, + '<P2)} 

+ '/"M,{(9- 6~ + ~') + (3 -~) (1 +~) (cos"Ijl, + cosljJ,) 

+ (1 + 2~ + ~2)CO&1jJ, cos 1jJ2 + 

+ 4 (1 - ~) sin"ljJ, SillljJ2 [cos (<p, - <P2) - cos{<p, + <p,) ]} 

+ 2-'/'M.(1- ~) '1, {sin "ljJ, sin<p, [ (3 ~ ~) + (1 + ~)cos ljJ,] 

+sinljJ2sin<p,[(3-~) +(1+~)cos"ljJ,]) +M,·O. (23) 

We note first that when plane-polarized incident light 
is used and one registers the component of the scat
tered light with the same polarization, the coefficient 
of the pseudoscalar term M6 vanishes (since, in our 
notation, cp 1 = 0 and CP2 = 0 for plane-polarized light). 

It follows also from (23) that the results of measure
ment with arbitrary plane polarization, given the 
values of I q I and <5w, are expressed in terms of only 
four linearly-independent combinations of the numbers 
M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , and M5 (their explicit form is imma
terial in what follows). To determine experimentally 
these linear combinations (and by the same token to be 
able to predict the results of arbitrary experiments in 
which plane-polarized incident and scattered light is 
used) it suffices to carry out four essentially independ
ent measurements; for example, the following set of 
experiments will suffice: 

<P'='l',=O, 

(1jJ. = 0, 1jJ, = 0), ,("Ijl, = O~ 1jJ, = :It), ("ljJ, = n,"ljJ, = n), 

(1jJ. =:n/2,"ljJ, ='nI2), (24) 

To determine all five scalars M1 , ••• , M5 it suffices 
to add to the set (24) a measurement of the scattering 
cross section, for example for right-circularly polar
ized incident and left-circularly polarized scattered 
radiation (R - L): 

(1jJ. =:It 12, <p, =:n 12, "Ijl, =:It / 2, <p, = -11 I 2) (25) 

(the letters Rand L left will denote right- and left
circularly polarized radiation, respectively). We note 
that the pseudoscalar term ~M6 makes likewise no 
contribution to the scattering cross section measured 
in the experiment (25). 

From the formal point of view, the determination of 
the pseudoscalar M6 requires one more experiment, 
for example, measurement of a cross section of the 
(R - R) type, i.e., 

(1jJ, = 11 12, <p. = 11 12, 1jJ, = 1t I 2, <p, = :t / 2). (26) 

If we are interested just in the pseudoscalar M6 and 
are not interested in the remaining quantities 
M1 , ••• ,M5, then two experiments suffice instead of 
six. Namely, M6 is proportional to the difference of 
the scattering intensities in the experiments (R - R) 
and (L - L): 

M. =M(ljJ, = 1jJ, = <p, = <p, = n12) - M(ljJ, ="ljJ, = 11 12, (27) 
<p, = <p, = ;:-nI2), . 

We must make here one essential stipulation. All 
the formulas written out so far are based implicitly on 
the assumption that the refractive index of the liquid 
(or the wave vector of the light in the liquid) does not 
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depend on the state of polarization. It is however pre
cisely in media that are invariant against inversions, 
the only ones in which Ms ~ 0 can occur, that definite 
wave vectors are possessed only by right- and left
circularly polarized waves, owing to the natural optical 
acti vity. For this reason, when molecular scattering of 
light is observed from sufficiently large volumes (with 
linear dimensions noticeably larger than the reciprocal 
constant of optical rotation), only experiments with 
circularly polarized incident and scattering light are 
possible. 

It follows from (23) that the (R - L) and (L - R) 
cross section are equal to each other and do not depend 
on Ms. On the other hand, the difference between the 
(R - R) and (L - L) scattering cross sectionS yields 
a quantity proportional to the pseudoscalar Ms(ow, I ql). 
We note that the (R - R) and (L - L) scattering 
cross section should be measured at slightly different 
scattering anglesS) in order that the arguments I q I in 
the functions Mo (ow, I q I) be the same in both experi
ments. 

The set of experiments (24)-(26) considered above 
is "complete" (i.e., it makes it possible to determine 
all six functions) at any scattering angle, with the ex
ception of the cases e = 0 0 and e = 180 0

• In particular, 
this set is "complete" for e = 900

, the parameter f3 
from formulas (21)-(23) vanishes, and the formulas 
themselves assume a simpler form. We present here 
expressions for the complete set of experiments (24)
(26) in the notation used by Fabelinskii in[3] for polari
zation measurements of spontaneous scattering of 
light at e = 900 

: 

(24a) 

(25a) 
(26a) 

The first subscript in Iik denotes here the polarization 
of the electric vector of the incident light, and the 
second the same for scattered light. It is assumed 
here that the incident radiation propagates in the posi
tive x direction, and the scattered light in the nega
tive y direction (see the figure). The subscript 45 
denotes plane polarization inclined at an angle 45 a to 
the scattering plane, and the subscripts Rand L stand 
for right and left circular polarizations. 

5. RELAXATION THEORY OF SPONTANEOUS SCAT
TERING OF LIGHT IN A LIQUID 

We present a concrete example of the application of 
the formulas derived above. In the relaxation model of 
spontaneous scattering of light in a liquid, the functions 
MO'(ow, I ql (0' = 1, ... ,5) are proportional to the func
tions S~, S<I> + S~<I>/3iJ.i3, S<I>, ST, SA, calculated in[4] 
(see also[3], Sec. 6). In the Leontovich notation, the 
following equations hold: 

( ae)2 M, (6,.), q) = c~ p 8P, Sd6oo, q), (28) 

3)The resultant small change of the coefficients in (23), which de
pend on 13 == cos e, should be neglected together with the other effects, 
proportional to qa, which were discarded by us. At the same time, ne
glect of the difference in the argument Iql in the functions Ma(/iw, Iql) 
may not be permissible. 

c ( ae) (1 1 } M2 (6Ul, q) ="2 p 8P A "2 ~S"'G (1100, q) + 6ft S;;.., (1100, q) , 

M(I) )=cA·S .. (Boo,q) M(. )_C A2ST (l)oo,q) 
3 (f), q 12ft" uoo, q - 4ft 

A'SA(l)oo, q) 
M,(l)oo, q) = C 4~ ,M,(lloo, q) = O. 

The vanishing of the function Ms is caused by the fact 
that in[3,4] the medium was implicitly assumed to be 
invariant against the inversion transformation. The 
explicit form of the functions Si(OW, q) is given in[3,4]. 

Thus, organization of the complete experiment (24) 
and (25) makes it possible (in principle) not only to 
measure definite combinations of the indicated functions 
(Izz , Izx , Iyx, which have been measured so far in 
most experiments), but also to determine each of the 
functions Mo(t;w, q) separately. Of course, the ques
tion of the required experimental accuracy should be 
answered separately in each case. 

z 

:r 

6. RAYLEIGH SCATTERING OF LIGHT IN A GAS 

The analysis given in Sec. 3 is in most cases too 
general for scattering of light in gases, and the number 
of essentially independent functions is equal to two. 

Let us consider first in fact the limiting case of 
highly rarefied gases (or of large values of q), when 
ql » 1, where 1 is the molecule mean free path. In 
this case the form of the spectrum is the same for all 
the components of the scattered light: for the scalar 
part, for scattering by anisotropy fluctuations, and for 
lines of rotational Raman scattering4); this form cor
responds to the Doppler curve 

g(oo - Uli) ~ exp {-m(oo - (f).)' /2q'kT}. (29) 

The anisotropy relaxation, the change of the molecule
velocity vector, and the transition to another rotational 
level all occur within a time on the order of the time 
between collisions Tcol ~ l/vT ~ (NO"vT)-\ where N 
is the number of molecules per unit volume, 0" the col
lision cross section, and vT ~ tkT/m the thermal 
velocity of the molecules. When ql » 1, therefore, 
the Doppler width oWDop ~ qVT turns out to be much 
larger than the "relaxation" width owrel ~ Tc~l 
~ r1vT. Thus, at ql» 1 the collisions play no role 
whatever in the formation of the spectrum. Nor do they 
influence at ql» 1 the polarization structure; the 
latter can therefore be described by two functions of 
the frequency, corresponding to the symmetrical and 
scalar parts of the scattering. 

In the case ql« 1, the anisotropy relaxation and 
the transitions between the relaxational levels occur 
as before within a time Trel of the order of the free
path time; Trel ~ vTl. The corresponding width of the 
anisotropiC (symmetrical) part of the scatteringowrel 
~ rlVT does not depend on q; the same pertains also 

4)See, e.g., [2], Sec. 96, concerning resolution into such components. 
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to the widths of the indi vidual lines of the rotational 
Raman scattering. At the same time, the density fluctua
tions, corresponding to the Mandel'shtam-Brillouin 
doublet and to the entropy peak, result in scattering of 
the scalar type with width <'iwscal ~ qVT « <'iwrel 
(see also[5l). Thus when ql « 1 the polarization struc
ture of the frequency-differentiated light-scattering 
cross section can be characterized also in the case 
ql « 1 by two functions of the frequency, correspond
ing to the symmetrical and scalar parts of the scatter
ing. 

When ql ~ 1, however, the form of the spectrum is 
determined by the joint action of the collisions both on 
the translational motion of the molecules and on their 
rotation and orientation. In the theory of broadening of 
emission lines, the region ql ~ 1, where the so-called 
collision narrowing of the Doppler contour begins, has 
been well investigated (see, e.g.,[Bl). 

In our case, an important role is played in the 
Doppler shift <'iw = q . v by the projection of the mole
cule velocity on the direction of the vector q. At the 
same time, the molecule collision cross section de
pends on the orientation of its axes relative to the 
direction of the velOCity vector v. Taking this circum
stance into account, and since the changes of the 
velocity and of the orientation occur at the same in
stants of time, namely the instants of collision (cf.[6l), 
different components of the anisotropy tensor (relative 
to the vector q) will produce a different scattered
light spectrum. It is precisely in such a situation that 
we need the more general phenomenological analysis 
of the polarization structure, as given in Sec. 3. 

Thus, for gases of anisotropic molecules, at ql ~ 1, 
the complete experiment discussed here on the polari
zation properties of spontaneously scattered light can 
yield information on the dependence of the cross sec
tion of the molecule collisions on the orientation. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have examined above which quantities can be 
measured with the aid of spontaneous scattering of 
light in a liquid, and which independent measurements 
must be made to determine the complete set of func
tions Ma (<'i(.o.', q), a = 1, ... ,6. Such a set yields ap
parently the most complete information on the proper
ties of molecular motion, obtainable from experiment 

on spontaneous scattering of light. 
We note here one more aspect of the problem, one 

more closely connected with optics proper. We have 
tacitly assumed throughout that the frequency of the 
incident light is fixed and that variation of the argu
ment I q I of the functions M a is effected by varying 
the scattering angle. Simultaneous variation of both the 
frequency Wl and the scattering angle e, subject to the 
condition 

ro, e 
2-;:-n(rot}sin z = Iql = canst (30) 

(where n( w) is the refractive index), makes it possible 
to measure the values of the correlator (1) correspond
ing to fixed I q I and <'iw, but to different values of the 
frequency Wl on which the fluctuation of the dielectric 
tensor <'i€ik can depend as a parameter. This proced
ure can be used to investigate such problems as the 
dispersion of the optical axes of a molecule in a liquid, 
the connection between the effective field with the 
macroscopiC field, etc. We emphasize that to this end 
it is necessary to compare values of the functions 
M a( Wl, <'iw, I q I) pertaining to different Wl. The deter
mination of these functions from the experimental data 
can be based on the results obtained in the present 
article. 

The author is deeply grateful to I. L. Fabelinskii for 
a discussion of the results. 
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